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MLN Matters Number: SE0659 Revised Related Change Request (CR) #:N/A 

Related CR Release Date: N/A Effective Date: N/A 

Related CR Transmittal #: N/A Implementation Date: N/A 

Important Guidance Regarding National Provider Identifier (NPI) Usage in 
Medicare Claims 
Note: This article was revised on May 16, 2018, to update Web addresses. All other 
information remains the same. 

Provider Types Affected 

Physicians, providers, and suppliers who conduct HIPAA standard transactions, such as 
claims and eligibility inquiries 

Provider Action Needed 

STOP – Impact to You 
You must report your NPI correctly on all electronic data interchange (EDI) transactions 
that you submit, as well as on paper claims you send to Medicare and telephone 
Interactive Voice Response (IVR) queries by no later than May 23, 2007, or your 
transactions will be rejected. 

CAUTION – What You Need to Know 
Carriers have reported errors on claims (see Background, below) that will impact your 
payment when you begin to submit NPIs.  Although not mandated until May 23, 2007, 
providers are currently allowed to submit NPIs in Medicare transactions other than paper 
claims.  NPI will be accepted on the revised paper claim CMS-1500 (0805) and UB-04 
forms early in 2007. 

GO – What You Need to Do 
Make sure that your billing staffs are using your NPI correctly when they submit your 
claims for services provided to Medicare beneficiaries or submit electronic beneficiary or 
claim status queries to Medicare. For some period after May 23, 2007, Medicare FFS will 
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allow continued use of legacy numbers on transactions; accept transactions with only 
NPIs, and accept transactions with both legacy numbers and NPIs. For details of this 
contingency plan, see the MLN Matters article, MM5595, at 
https://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-Network-
MLN/MLNMattersArticles/downloads/MM5595.pdf. 

Background 

All HIPAA covered healthcare providers who would either bill Medicare; render care to 
Medicare beneficiaries; order durable medical equipment, supplies, or services for 
beneficiaries; refer beneficiaries for other health care services; act as an attending 
physician when a beneficiary is hospitalized; prescribe covered retail prescription drugs 
for beneficiaries; operate on beneficiaries; or could otherwise be identified on a claim 
submitted to Medicare for payment must obtain an NPI.  This applies whether providers 
are individuals (such as physicians, nurses, dentists, chiropractors, physical therapists, or 
pharmacists) or organizations (such as hospitals, home health agencies, clinics, nursing 
homes, residential treatment centers, laboratories, ambulance companies, group practices,  
managed care organizations, suppliers of durable medical equipment, pharmacies, etc.) 
must obtain an NPI for use to identify themselves in HIPAA standard transactions.  
Although the NPI requirement applies by law to covered entities such as healthcare 
providers,  healthcare clearinghouses, and health plans in the U.S. when exchanging 
electronic transactions for which a national standard has been adopted under HIPAA, 
HIPAA permits healthcare plans to elect to require reporting of NPIs in paper claims and 
for non-HIPAA transaction purposes.  Medicare will also require NPIs for identification 
of all providers listed on the UB-04 institutional paper claim form and of physicians and 
suppliers listed on the revised CMS-1500 (08-05) professional paper claim form by May 
23, 2007.   
Medicare will reject paper claims received after May 22, 2007 that do not identify each 
provider, physician or supplier listed on a paper or electronic claim with an NPI.  
Medicare will also begin to require an NPI in Interactive Voice Response (IVR) queries 
effective May 23, 2007. 
Retail pharmacies are required to use the NCPDP format adopted as a HIPAA standard 
for submission of prescription drug claims to Medicare.  Since that format permits entry 
of only one provider identifier each for a pharmacy and the physician who prescribed the 
medication, retail pharmacies that use the NCPDP HIPAA format can use either their 
National Supplier Clearinghouse (NSC) number or their NPI to identify themselves, and 
either the Unique Provider Identification Number (UPIN) or the NPI to identify the 
prescribing physician prior to May 23, 2007.   
May 23, 2007 and later, only an NPI may be reported for identification of pharmacies and 
prescribing physicians.  NCPDP claims received by Medicare after May 22, 2007 that 
lack an NPI for either the pharmacy or the prescribing physician will be rejected. 

https://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-Network-MLN/MLNMattersArticles/downloads/MM5595.pdf
https://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-Network-MLN/MLNMattersArticles/downloads/MM5595.pdf
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This being said, Medicare carriers and fiscal intermediaries (FIs), now known as 
Medicare Administrative Contractors (MACs), have reported receiving  X12 837-P 
(professional) and X12-837–I (institutional) claims containing errors that will result in 
claim rejection, and/or processing delays, if they continue to occur once NPI reporting 
begins. 
Some of the errors seen by Medicare carriers include the following: 

Incorrect information in the 2010A/ A Billing Provider Loop in X12 837-P 
Claims 
Prior to May 23, 2007, carriers will reject claims when the NPI in a loop does not belong 
to the owner of the Provider Identification Number (PIN) or UPIN that should also be 
reported in REF02 of the same loop, or if the name and address of the provider in that 
loop do not correlate with either the NPI, PIN or UPIN in the same loop.   The same edits 
will also be applied to NPIs when received on paper claims prior to May 23, 2007. 
Carriers have also detected claims where the rendering physician’s or supplier’s NPI is 
reported in the 2010A/A NM1 segment when the claim was submitted by a group to 
which the physician belongs or the home office of a chain to which a supplier belongs.  
The 2010A/A loop of an 837-P claim must contain the identifier that applies to the 
groups/chains (NPI entity 2) that submitted the claims.  This rule also applies to 
identification of the billing provider on a paper claim.   Information concerning a billing 
agent or a healthcare clearinghouse may never be reported in the billing provider loop for 
a Medicare claim. 
To prevent this error, you must report the rendering physician’s or supplier’s  NPI in the 
NM109 data element in the rendering provider claim level loop (2310B), unless multiple 
services were furnished by different members of the group/chain.  If multiple rendering 
providers were involved, the information for each must be reported in the service level 
2420A loop along with the service(s) each of them rendered.  
To facilitate claim processing prior to May 23, 2007, you should also report the rendering 
provider(s) PIN(s) as the REF02 data element with 1C in REF01 in that same rendering 
provider loop (2310B for the claim or 2420A for individual services, as applicable). 

Reporting of the Pay-to Address in the Billing Provider (2010A/ A) Loop 
Once NPI reporting begins, carriers will reject claims when the pay-to-address, if 
different than the actual practice location address, is in the 2010A/A (billing provider) 
loop, rather than in the 2010A/B (pay-to-provider) loop.  
When groups or organizations submit claims, and the billing and the pay-to providers are 
different individuals or entities, the pay-to information must always be reported in the 
2010A/B loop and the billing provider information in the 2010A/A loop.   
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Reporting of the Name and Address of a Billing Provider in the 2010A/ A Loop 
of an X12 837-I (Institutional) Electronic Claim  
FIs will reject claims in which the billing provider and the rendering provider are 
different entities, and you report the billing provider’s name and address in the 2010A/A 
loop of an X12 837-I (institutional) electronic claim, and the OSCAR number of the 
rendering provider in that same loop. 
If the home office of a chain has obtained one NPI for all facilities it owns, or one of a 
chain’s facilities bills for all (or other) facilities owned by that chain, or a hospital bills 
for its special units, the home office, hospital or other facility submitting those claims is 
considered a form of billing agent for Medicare purposes.   
In this instance, you must identify the specific provider, for whom the claim is being 
submitted, as the billing provider for that claim.  If a provider that furnished the care had 
a separate OSCAR number than the entity submitting its claims, the provider that 
furnished the care must be identified in the billing provider loop. You must also report 
the name of the facility for whom the claim is being submitted, that facility’s address, and 
should report applicable NPI (when obtained prior to May 23, 2007), as well as the 
Medicare OSCAR number assigned to that provider in the 2010A/A (billing provider) 
loop of the claim.  
 If the home office, hospital or other entity that prepared the claim is to be sent payment 
for the claim, you must report the name and address, and should report the NPI if issued, 
and the applicable OSCAR number associated with that entity in the 2010A/B (pay-to-
provider) loop prior to May 23, 2007.   
However, you should note that Medicare will not issue payment to a third party for a 
provider solely as result of completion of the 2010A/B loop of an electronic claim. The 
facility that furnished the care, or the established owner of that facility, must have 
indicated on their 855 provider enrollment form filed when that facility enrolled in 
Medicare (or via a subsequent 855 used to update enrollment information) that payments 
for that facility are to be issued to that home office, hospital, other facility or an alternate 
third party.  

Additional Information 

For those providers still permitted to submit any paper claims under the restrictions imposed by 
the Administrative Simplification Compliance Act,  Medicare plans to begin accepting paper 
claims on the revised CMS-1500 (08-05 version) beginning January 2, 2007 (allowing you to 
report a provider’s NPI as well as the applicable PIN or UPIN); and on the revised UB-04 (CMS-
1450) form beginning March 1, 2007 (allowing you to report a provider’s NPI as well as the 
applicable OSCAR or UPIN).  Medicare carriers plan to reject “old” CMS-1500 forms received 
after March 31, 2007, and FIs plan to reject UB-92 forms received after April 30, 2007.  Note: 
Medicare does not accept NPIs on the “old” versions of the CMS-1500 or UB-92 forms.  There 
are no fields on those forms designed for NPI reporting. 
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CMS highly recommends that for electronic or paper Medicare claims that you submit 
during the transition period to full NPI implementation on May 23, 2007, you include 
both the NPI and the Medicare legacy identifier of each provider for whom you report 
information.   

• When you report an NPI on a claim sent to a carrier for a referring, ordering,
purchased service or supervising physician, or for a provider listed in the service
facility locator loop, use a UPIN as the Medicare legacy identifier.  Furthermore, if
any of those physicians are not enrolled in Medicare, and the claim is being submitted
prior to May 23, 2007, you should report OTH000 as the UPIN.

• When you report an NPI on a claim sent to an FI for an attending, operating or other
physician, or in the service facility locator loop (when those loops apply), you should
also report the provider’s UPIN.  And as above, you may report OTH000 as the
surrogate UPIN if any of those providers is not enrolled in Medicare, and the claim is
being submitted prior to May 23, 2007.

• Finally, when you report an NPI for a billing, pay-to, or rendering provider identified
on a claim sent to a carrier, you should also report the valid Medicare PIN that applies
to that physician or supplier.  Additionally, you should always report an OSCAR
number for each billing, pay-to, or possibly a service facility locator loop provider
identified on a claim sent to an FI, as well as the NPI if issued to each of those
providers, prior to May 23, 2007.

Remember that failure to report information as described here may result in delayed 
processing or rejection of your claims. 
You can find more information about the National Provider Identifier (NPI) by going to 
the NPI page at https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Administrative-
Simplification/NationalProvIdentStand/.  If you have any questions, please contact your 
MAC at their toll-free number, which may be found at http://www.cms.gov/Research-
Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Monitoring-Programs/provider-compliance-
interactive-map/index.html. 

Document History 

• September 30, 2006 – Initial article released.
• February 13, 2008 – The article was revised to add a reference to MLN Matters MM5890

(https://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-Network-
MLN/MLNMattersArticles/downloads/MM5890.pdf). MM5890 stated that effective
with claims received on or after May 23, 2008, Medicare will not pay for referred or
ordered services or items, unless the fields for the name and NPI of the ordering,
referring and attending, operating, other, or service facility providers are completed on
the claims.

• May 16, 2018 – The article is revised to update Web addresses. All other information 
remains the same.

https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Administrative-Simplification/NationalProvIdentStand/
https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Administrative-Simplification/NationalProvIdentStand/
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http://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Monitoring-Programs/provider-compliance-interactive-map/index.html
http://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Monitoring-Programs/provider-compliance-interactive-map/index.html
https://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-Network-MLN/MLNMattersArticles/downloads/MM5890.pdf
https://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-Network-MLN/MLNMattersArticles/downloads/MM5890.pdf
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Copyright © 2017, the American Hospital Association, Chicago, Illinois. Reproduced with permission. No portion of 
the AHA copyrighted materials contained within this publication may be copied without the express written consent of 
the AHA. AHA copyrighted materials including the UB-04 codes and descriptions may not be removed, copied, or 
utilized within any software, product, service, solution or derivative work without the written consent of the AHA. If an 
entity wishes to utilize any AHA materials, please contact the AHA at 312-893-6816. Making copies or utilizing the 
content of the UB-04 Manual, including the codes and/or descriptions, for internal purposes, resale and/or to be used in 
any product or publication; creating any modified or derivative work of the UB-04 Manual and/or codes and 
descriptions; and/or making any commercial use of UB-04 Manual or any portion thereof, including the codes and/or 
descriptions, is only authorized with an express license from the American Hospital Association. To license the 
electronic data file of UB-04 Data Specifications, contact Tim Carlson at (312) 893-6816 or Laryssa Marshall at (312) 
893-6814. You may also contact us at  
ub04@healthforum.com.  

The American Hospital Association (the “AHA”) has not reviewed, and is not responsible for, the completeness or 
accuracy of any information contained in this material, nor was the AHA or any of its affiliates, involved in the 
preparation of this material, or the analysis of information provided in the material. The views and/or positions 
presented in the material do not necessarily represent the views of the AHA. CMS and its products and services are not 
endorsed by the AHA or any of its affiliates. 
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